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Hunting Apparel Catalog
The Cotton Classics from Natural Gear are staples of any hunting closet. Our cotton tees are perfect for layering in any hunting situation and our classic cotton poly Bush shirt and Fatigue Pant are an absolute must have before hitting any field.

Hunting Tees
- Anti-Microbial
- Cotton Poly Blend
- Comfort Fit
- Chest Pocket
- Ribbed collar (and cuffs on LS)
- Natural Pattern
- Tag-less
- S-3XL

A. 112-Long Sleeved “Natural”
B. 113-Short Sleeved “Natural”

Bush Shirt
- 60/40 Cotton Poly Blend
- 7 Button Design
- Duel Chest Pockets
- Tapered Tail to stay tucked
- Button Down Collar
- Natural Pattern
- Button cuffs

C. 101-Bush Shirt “Natural” (S-3XL) Talls (LT-3XLT)

Fatigue Pant
- 60/40 Cotton Poly Blend
- 6 Pocket Design
- Elastic inserts in waist for perfect fit
- Extra wide belt loops
- Duel button cargo pockets
- Cuff ties
- Standard inseam 32” Long 34”

D. 104-Fatigue Pant “Natural” (S-2XL) Longs (ML-2XLL)

E. 111DL- 6 panel relaxed ball cap
F. 111MB- 6 panel relaxed mesh back cap
G. 211MB- Mid-Pro Trucker mesh cap
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Cool-Tech Performance Top - 501
- 100% polyester construction
- Lightweight pullover design
- 2-way stretch design
- Moisture-wicking
- S-3XL

A. 501-Performance Top “SCII”

Cool-Tech SS Polo Shirt - 534
- 100% polyester construction
- Lightweight pullover design
- 2-way stretch design
- Moisture-wicking
- S-3XL

B. 534-Polo Shirt “SCII”

Cool-Tech Hoodie - 561
- 100% polyester construction
- Draw Cord Hood
- Kangaroo Pouch
- Moisture-wicking
- S-3XL

C. 561-Hoodie “SCII”

Cool-Tech Performance Pant - 504
- 100% polyester construction
- Lightweight pants
- 2-way stretch design
- Moisture-wicking and fast-drying
- Zip fly with button closure
- Hidden elastic waistband
- 2-button cargo and rear pockets
- 2 upper hand pockets
- Belt loops
- S-2XL

D. 504-Performance Pant in “SCII”

E. TURKEY VEST-323
- Padded back & cushioned seat
- Easy access accessory pockets
- Easy access locator call pockets
- Balancing chest strap
- Blood proof game bag
- Water bottle pocket
- Dedicated box call pocket
- Adjustable center strap
- Interior mesh pockets
- OSFM SCII

F. 511MB “SCII” Cap
G. 531 - SCII Beanie
H. 533 - SCII 3/4 Facemask
I. 521-SCII Neck/Face Shield
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Synthetic Down Series

Synthetic Down

- 100% Polyester shell & lining
- 160 grams of synthetic down insulation
- Reverse coil zippers
- Lower slash hand warmer pockets
- Drawstring waist
- Natural Pattern
- S-3XL

A. 713-Camo Syn Down Jacket
B. 712-Camo Syn Down Vest
C. 813-Brown Syn Down Jacket
D. 812-Brown Syn Down Vest

Fleece Lined Shirt-Jac

Shirt Jac

- 100% Brushed Poly Tricot shell
- Fleece Lining in the body
- Smooth Mesh in arms for easy on and off
- Button down chest pockets
- Long tail to stay tucked in
- Natural Pattern and Mud Brown
- S-3XL

E. 101SJ - Camo Shirt-Jac
F. 201SJ - Brown Shirt-Jac
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Natural Gear’s Layering Fleece Line is constructed from a lighter, breathable 300g fleece. These items are perfect as an outer layer when it is mild outside or as a layering piece on colder days. The breathable fleece allows you to wear under heavier garments without binding or burning up.

Layering Fleece Hoodie
- Light 300g fleece
- Drawstring hood
- Drawcord waist
- Kangaroo pouch
- Elastic cuffs
- S-3XL

A. 161-Fleece Hoodie

Layering Fleece Pullover - 151
- Light 300g fleece
- 1/4 Zip design
- Fixed hem waist
- Hemmed cuffs
- S-3XL

B. 151-Layering Fleece pullover

Layering Fleece Wader Pant-108
- 300g fleece
- Elastic waist
- Tapered fit
- Stirrups to keep down in boots
- Zippered back pocket
- S-3XL

C. 108-Fleece Wader Pant
Classic Wind-Proof Fleece

Ultimate Wind-Proof Fleece Paka-162

- 400g windproof micro fleece
- Fully articulated elbows, sleeves and shoulders
- Stretch panels for easy movement
- 150g quilted insulation
- Huge array of storage and hand warming pockets
- Dual drawcord system for perfect fit
- Hook n Loop cuffs
- Removable berber fleece lined hood
- S-3XL
A. 162-Ultimate Fleece Parka

Ultimate Wind-Proof Fleece Bibs-167

- Windproof 400g Micro Fleece
- 150g quilted insulation
- Dual cargo pockets
- Slash pockets and chest pockets
- Fully adjustable shoulder straps
- Zippered legs for easy on and off
- S-3XL
B. 167-Fleece Bib
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Natural Gear’s fully redesigned Winter-Ceptor Fleece provides the warmth of a heavy hunting garment without the bulk or immobility. Offered in an array of different items to ensure you get what you want and the performance you need.

**Winter-Ceptor Fleece Tops**
- Windproof Hard Sided Fleece
- Coiled zippers
- Dual chest pockets (one magnetic)
- Performance cut
- Drawcord waist w/ seat extend tail
- Elastic cuffs
- S-3XL

A. 163-Fleece Jacket
B. 160-Fleece Pullover
C. 164-Fleece Vest

**Winter-Ceptor Fleece Pants**
- Windproof Hard Sided Fleece
- Coiled zippers
- 6 Pocket design
- Belt loops and adjustable waist tabs
- Zippered Legs
- Functional zippered fly
- S-3XL

D. 165-Fleece Pants

**Fleece Accessories**
Natural Gear Offers a variety of accessories in our Fleece to ensure that you are well concealed as well as protected from head to toe.

E. 166- Fleece Hood (OSFM)
F. 109- Fleece Knit Mask (OSFM)
G. 130- Fleece Neck Gaiter
H. 129- Soft Shell Beanie (OSFM)
I. 168- Fleece Gloves (M/L) & (XL/2XL)
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Cut Down 3-in-1 Duck Coat 444

- Dri-Stalk Rigid Shell Waterproof Windproof Material
- Zip Out Insulated Liner
- Fully Waterproof Front Zipper
- 2 Chest High Magnetic Hand warmer Pockets
- 1 Waterproof Zippered Accessory Pocket
- 2 Waterproof Zippered Chest pocket
- 2 Waterproof Zippered Waist Pockets
- 2 Buttoned Cargo Pockets with Shell Loops
- Removable Fleece Lined Hood
- Fleece lined Inner Collar with Beard Guard
- Interior Zippered Pocket and Gear Pockets on the Exterior
- Drawcord Waist
- M-3XL

A. 444-3-in-1 Duck Coat

Cut Down Rain Shell

- Dri-Stalk Rigid Shell Material
- Waterproof zippers
- Velcro cuff closures
- Drawcord hood
- Chest and side slash pockets
- S-3XL

B. Rain Shell
Waterfowl

Cut Down Waterfowl Jacket - 105
- Dri Stalk Ridged Shell Material
- Fleece lining throughout
- Dual chest pockets
- Neoprene cuffs
- Extended collar to cover ears
- Hand warmer pockets
- Waterproof roll away hood
- Waterproof and wind proof
- S-3XL

A. 105-Waterfowl Jacket

Cut Down Waterfowl Pullover - 205
- Dri Stalk Ridged Shell Material
- Fleece lining throughout
- Dual chest pockets
- Waterproof hook n loop cuffs
- Extended collar to cover ears
- Hand warmer pockets
- Waterproof and wind proof
- S-3XL

B. 205-Waterfowl Pullover

Cut Down Waterfowl Vest - 264
- Dri Stalk Ridged Shell Material
- Fleece lining throughout
- Dual chest pockets
- Hand warmer pockets
- Waterproof and wind proof
- S-3XL

B. 205-Waterfowl Pullover

Cutdown Wader Pant - 106
- Dri Stalk Ridged Shell Material
- Fleece lining throughout
- Reinforced seat and knees
- Belt loops and adjustable waist tabs
- Built in stirrups to keep down in boots
- S-3XL

D. 106-Waterfowl Pant
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Stealth Hunter Series

A. 207-GS Parka
- Silent Stealth Hunter Shell
- Waterproof Zippers
- Vast array of pockets for gear
- 150g of fixed insulation
- S-3XL

B. Stealth Hunter Grand Stand Bib
- Silent Stealth Hunter Shell
- Waterproof Zippers
- Chest, Side and Cargo Pockets
- 150g of fixed insulation
- S-3XL

B. 208-GS Bib

E. 810—Stealth Hunter Soft Shell Gloves
M/L or XL/XXL

C. 171-Rain Jacket
- Silent Stealth Hunter Shell
- Elastic Cuffs
- Elastic draw cord hood
- Fully waterproof
- S-3XL

D. 172-Rain Pant
- Silent Stealth Hunter Fabric
- Zippered pockets
- Zip to the knee legs
- Fully waterproof
- S-2XL
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A. Y112-Youth Tee
- 100% cotton
- Ribbed cuffs and collar
- Youth fit
- Sizes (8-14)
- Natural Pattern

B. Y104-Youth Fatigue Pant
- 60/40 cotton poly
- 6 pocket design
- Youth fit
- Belt loops and elastic
- Sizes (8-14)
- Natural Pattern

C. Y163-Youth Fleece Jacket
- Winterceptor Fleece
- Semi elastic waist
- Youth fit
- Windproof
- Sizes (8-14)

D. Y165-Youth Fleece Pant
- Winterceptor Fleece
- Elastic waist
- Youth fit
- 6 Pocket design
- Windproof
- Sizes (8-14)
- Natural Pattern

E. T116 - Toddler Jacket
- 60/40 cotton poly
- Quilted insulation
- Full Zip
- Elastic Cuffs and Waist
- Sizes 2T, 3T & 4T
- Natural Pattern

F. Y105-Youth Waterfowl JKT
- Dri Stalk Ridged Shell Material
- Fleece Lining
- Youth fit
- Waterproof
- Sizes (8-14)
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346-Insulated Snow Parka

- 100% Brushed Poly Tricot outer shell
- 150g quilted insulation
- Chest hand warmer pockets
- Oversized storage pockets
- Fold away hood
- Hook n loop cuffs
- Storm flap over zippers for extra protection
- M-3XL

A. 346-Insulated Snow Parka

345-Insulated Snow Pant

- 100% Brushed Poly Tricot outer shell
- 150g quilted insulation
- Zippered slash pockets and rear pocket
- Belt loops and elastic waist
- Dual Snaps and functional fly
- Zippered legs for easy on and off
- Storm flap over zippers for extra protection
- M-3XL

B. 345-Insulated Snow Pant
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Snow Camo

319-Snow Cover Up Parka
- 100% Brushed Poly Tricot material
- Waterproof
- Quiet
- Oversized to fit over insulated hunting cloths
- Draw cord hood
- Full zip design
- Pass through pockets
- (OSFM)

C. 319-Snow Cover up Parka

320-Snow Cover up Pant
- 100% Brushed Poly Tricot material
- Waterproof
- Quiet
- Draw cord waist
- Pass through pockets
- (OSFM)

D. 320-Snow Cover up Pant

Accessories
Natural Gear offers a variety of accessories in our Snow Camo to ensure that you stay fully concealed as well as protected in the field.

E. 311DL-6 Panel Poly cap (OSFM)
F. 310-Insulated Glove w/ trigger finger (M/L or XL/XXL)

G. 309-Snow Knit Face Mask (OSFM)
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Accessories

A. 702-Waterfowl Wading Vest

Wading Vest
Made from ultra durable 900D material. Cut short to keep out of the water, duel chest pockets and plenty of shell loops.

B. 704-Handwarmer

Fleece Hand warmer Muff
Windproof Fleece construction, zippered pocket and waist strap. (OSFM)

C. 703-Blind Bag

Waterfowl Blind Bag
600D Material, padded shoulder strap and plenty of room and pockets for all your gear

D. 602-Floating Shotgun Slip

Floating Shotgun Slip
Tough 600D fabric, carry handle with detachable sling and a detachable game bird tote included. 51” Long. (OSFM)
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Accessories

Blaze Camo
Poly Tricot Safety Vest and Cap in Natural Gear’s Blaze Camo pattern allows you to stay safe and concealed at the same time. (OSFM)

*Blaze Camo is not legal in all states. Please check your local regulations.

A. 888-Blaze Camo Safety Vest
B. 811DL-Blaze Camo Cap
C. 831-Blaze Camo Beanie
D. 111BC-Blaze Logo Cap/ Camo Bill

E. Stealth Fit Glove - 710
Stretch light weight glove (OSFM)

F. Mesh Glove - 610
Mesh backed glove (OSFM)

G. Stealth Facemask
Stretch Material. (OSFM)

H. Mesh Facemask
Mesh Material. (OSFM)

G. 721-Full
H. 733-3/4
I. 121-Full
J. 133-3/4
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"The Science of Camouflage"

Natural Gear Camouflage was born on a bow hunt in the Mississippi River bottoms of Arkansas in the early 90’s. The inventor and his brother were hunting in separate locations a good ways away, with one wearing the latest camo pattern on the market. He noticed that he could still spot his brother in the timber a long ways away, he could even clearly pick him out 20 ft. off the ground and several hundred yards away, his camo hadn’t broken his outline at all, in fact at that distance and about any distance it turned into the dreaded “dark blob”. It was then that the decision was made to come up with a better camouflage pattern to improve upon all hunters ability to hide.

We begin experimenting with photography of Nature from all over the country and take note of the primary colors, shapes and vertical orientation that always tended to occur in nature.

After many attempts Natural Gear’s Original Camouflage pattern was born and taken to the marketplace in 1994, that same pattern is the one we still use today for our full line of clothing and accessories. We keep using it because it keeps working. Mother Nature hasn’t changed her pattern and neither have we. Over and over again the stories come in: “I’ve never had deer that close and I hunt on the ground”, “I had a turkey gobbling in my face at 5 yards”, “I walked off to pick up a duck and when I turned around I couldn’t see my crew”. We still get excited to read every one of them. We are all hunters here and we want everyone to be able to experience what we have over and over again in the woods with Natural Gear. It works, give us a shot you won’t be disappointed.

Natural Gear follows a few “Laws of Nature” as we like to call them:

The Law of Tone: Natural Gear’s natural base is not to dark and not to light.
The Law of Gravity: Natural Gear has a distinct vertical orientation, which blends with nature’s vertical environment.
The Law of Shadows: Natural Gear has no unnatural shadows; we let the sun cast the shadows.
The Law of Open: Natural Gear maintains an open design with a broad based pattern that has soft, blurry edges.
The Law of Versatility: We apply our Science in a few variations to ensure we have you covered in any specific situation.
The Law of Science: All of our patterns are soft edged photographic images of naturally occurring elements.
The Law of Reality: Ask anyone who wears Natural Gear. They will tell you just how effective our patterns are. That’s reality, we just blend.